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Introduction
The goal of any threat intelligence program should be to reduce
operational risk and contribute to an overall information security program
that’s establishing a competitive advantage in the marketplace. By
lysis based
formation.
Some organizations are so focused on collecting external indicators of
compromise (IOCs) and evaluating them for signs of internal compromise
that they can’t see the forest through the trees; that is, the bigger focus on
business goals.
res
(TTPs) is that TTPs are higher-level adversary operating behaviors. Both
IOCs and TTPs share a temporal element — they’re both very contextually
dependent on time — and by nature, TTPs require more data and analysis
to identify.
This paper will detail the value proposition of identifying attacker TTPs
and understanding information source types so that organizations can
improve collection strategies, analyze the resulting information, and
orting.

The value of of identifying adversary tools, techniques, procedures is
tors’
actions and behaviors allows the security team to implement continuously
improving security controls while also providing the support and data
required by executives to make critical business decisions. Identifying
TTPs and understanding the implications of the results is a threat-centric
approach to security that complements and accelerates a risk-based
audit framework approach. Too many organizations today still focus on,
“Where’s the risk and what can we do to lessen our burden when an event
occurs?” They center their programs around the idea of needing to satisfy
compliance checklists, and approach security decisions as they would a
cyber insurance policy. Ironically, taking this approach misses the mark in
terms of both risk and threats. Following the compliance frameworks means
responding to threats that have occurred in the past and building controls
around known security vulnerabilities. A threat-centric organization is
proactive, looking for new methods of attack, and accounts for likelihood
of adversary success. Developing a risk strategy without this information
To illustrate, last year Recorded Future conducted a small research
project to examine various text fragments found in the web that were
likely indicative of a data breach from which passwords were exposed.
Broken down into exposures by industry, we found that within the FT500
e dumped
in the public or private web, and these exposures occurred along a very
predictable chain.
Rather than merely assuming the risk, a threat-centric approach analyzes
how the compromise happened, what were the TTPs that facilitated the
breach, and what new policies and security controls could be implemented
asswords
being shared on the web, tracking actor TTPs creates ongoing awareness
ability to
prevent future attacks in the same vein.
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Identifying Sources
Before hunting for TTPs, forming an analysis, and then reportin
: Where
are the credible sources for adversary behavioral data? How do we locate
them? Source collection has to align with strategic intelligence objectives.
What that means is that operational security teams and the teams in other
business verticals have requirements for the type of intelligence they need,
and it’s the threat analyst’s job to understand those realities.
mpany. The
next step is to identify the location of information sources and determine
if they’re currently viable. If they’re not, can they be built internally or in
conjunction with a third party?
Vendor products supply an easy way to collect certain types of information.
estions
to ask:
• What, exactly, is the type of information the vendor will provide and in
what format(s)?
• How do they originate their data?
• From which locations do they source their data?
• How is it acquired?
• How much of that data is unique?
Many times vendors share information amongst each other. Potential clients
assessing the value of one vendor’s data over another vendor’s data have
to understand precisely how much of the data is unique to vendor A versus
vendor B before investing and potentially acquiring duplicate data. During
ains that
data and how much of it is unique.
In regards to the “where,” there are six broad information threat “bucket”

The Web / Open Source
the web can
be considered “open source” because it is freely available to anyone who
will turn up
only a tiny portion of what is available on the web.
Recorded Future, for example, collects information from hundreds of
thousands of sources, across the web and in real time, which would not be
possible through manual means. The value in an automated service is not
just the collection process; Recorded Future performs an analysis on the
collected data, contextualizes it, tracks entities and events, and provides
sts to integrate
forums, Tor
.onion forums, social media, mainstream, blogs, etc.
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Honeypots or Darknets
These are companies with servers or collection nodes set up across the
internet to attract attacker’s large-scale campaigns.
ding
names and common technology stacks running on common ports to
capture reconnaissance and automated exploit activity. Since legitimate
intrusion
attempts are automatically logged. When unauthorized access is allowed
equent
adversary tool chains produce useful attacker IOCs and TTPs.
Endgame Systems is an example of a vendor that provides Honeynet data.
The company deploys distributed Honeypots in various types of networks.
This enables Endgame to observe diverse attacker patterns and also alert
on new types of scanning that likely correspond to a new remote access
vulnerability.

Customer Telemetry
Many commercial vendors have access to information supplied by their
customers. For instance, an antivirus company might receive samples from
its customers. Cloud service providers, too, have access to customer data
that might reveal information about the network or product. This type of
return telemetry is illuminating because of the large-scale visibility across
millions of hosts. Sometimes the data is aggregated and resold.

Scanning and Crawling
Scanning and crawling are essentially the opposite of Honeynets and
Darknets; through these processes, companies are crawling the internet,
actively scanning and enumerating ports and services, and collecting
information to make it available for analysis.
Shodan is a prime example of a vendor that provides an information source
based on crawling or scanning the internet. Shodan scans and enumerates
ports and services across the majority of the IPv4 space daily, ultimately
making the resulting data available for search.
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Malware Processing
Malware processing is detonating large amounts of malware while capturing
and storing the resulting metadata. The resulting database is full of useful
IOCs that may be searched historically.
Team Cymru and ReversingLabs are two examples of companies that
perform bulk malware processing and metadata storage. Team Cymru
rovide the
free website, TotalHash. TotalHash allows the analyst to search and splice
metadata, like strings and mutexes found in malicious code itself, to uncover
new TTPs. ReversingLabs allows users to upload Yara rules for proactive
alerting when new samples are processed and match the rule condition(s).

Closed Source / Human Relationships
This is the opposite of web/open source information, which is listed, posted,
pasted, or available on the web. In closed source/human intelligence,
individuals foster human relationships to enable deeper intelligence
that may be available through closed communities. Entrance to these
communities requires vetting to engage.
Intel-471 is an actor-centric, human intelligence service that fosters human
relationships within closed communities or forums. Gaining entry might
deeper
insight into adversary methods, plans, tools, and processes.

Proprietary vs. Vendor Sources
A threat analyst may examine the requirements of the business and
discover that the necessary information collection capabilities may not
exist. At these points, the information security team may need to build a
e requirements.
ective,
nization has
the time, budget, and skilled resources, a custom solution is sometimes
preferable to a pre-built vendor solution, but resource constraints should
obviously be a deciding factor in the build vs. buy construct.
Whatever the decision, every organization needs a continuous feedback
loop between security teams and the business because demand for
information sources is not static. This year, the business may have a need
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Leveraging Source Into Analysis
Once information collection has begun, the next step is turning that
information into intelligence through analysis. Turning data into intelligence
can be tricky because of prioritization. The analyst must decide which
threats — at which level of severity — are most likely to impact the business
in the current environment presently and in the future.
One way to prioritize threats is to envision a Skee-Ball game. In Skee-Ball,
the player rolls a ball up the ramp and tries to aim for the ring with the
highest value assignment, which is small and in the center of a number
of other larger targets. The smallest target is valued at 100 points. The
outermost ring, however, the one with the largest surface area, is 10 points.
General trends, the macro industry trends of which threat intelligence
teams need awareness, fall into the 10-point value category. Questions that
might be asked in this bracket include “What is happening in the denialof-service underground criminal market? What are criminals’ capabilities?
What’s their success rate?”
The 100-point ring includes threats to strategic assets: a company’s vendors,
customers, its employees, applications, infrastructure, and technology stack.
Attacks on a company’s routers, VPN software, RDP or VNC instances, web
servers, and/or critical applications relying on PHP or Java are those that
could cripple an organization. It is extremely challenging to identify those
threats and understand the impact before the attack occurs, but this is the
goal of threat intelligence; it’s understanding adversary behavior and TTPs
so the organization can make adjustments before the threat impacts the
target. Within a proactive threat intelligence model, it’s crucial to score these
strategic assets as the 100-point rings and prioritize their protection.
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Surfacing the Exploit Signal
Armed with a conceptual understanding of the importance of adversary
TTPs, the following are practical examples of how to identify adversary
TTPs on the web. These examples show how to move from a conceptual
understanding that a vulnerability in a particular piece of software exists
to actually seeing the criminal chatter detailing the corresponding exploit
process. Identifying near real-time chatter leads to increased awareness
of adversary intent and, possibly, adversary capability. These concrete
data points will help the threat, incident, SOC, or security analyst prioritize
recommendations and ensuing actions.
“exploit”
can be surfaced in multiple languages within the context of criminal forums.
As a word of caution, the existence of a vulnerability does not necessarily
mean an adversary has the knowledge or skills to actually exploit that
in an online
forum, this additional context might indicate the need for prioritization of
the threat if it has the ability to impact the upper-left 100-point ring — the
company’s strategic assets. When this type of exploit signal surfaces,
threat teams should consult on preventative security controls and
detection mechanisms.
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Practical Adversary Tools
This next example shows practical adversary tools that are matches on text
fragments around common technologies like Perl, Python, and Java, as well
as packers like UPX (commonly used for malware obfuscation and delivery).
versary
choke point for corresponding defensive controls.

Click image to view larger version in browser.

Data Points to Assist Business Decisions
In the example below, open source information alerts reference salted
hash cracking. That data point may be useful for business decision makers
struggling with a resource allocation decision around salting hashes
(hypothetical example). In the theoretical sense, the answer may be that
ly a gut
instinct until the organization can point to concrete data points and say,
“this is the cracking process we observe criminal adversaries using. We
see them leveraging online cloud services with large GPU resources for
c risk to an
extent because it will take the adversary 30 hours longer to break password
hashes.” This is the hard data point that can be used to make a more
informed business decision.

Click image to view larger version in browser.
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Webshells are another example of how criminal chatter can reveal that
adversaries are looking for vulnerable services and software through a
tances,
they auto-exploit and use webshells to maintain persistence on the
compromised server.

Click image to view larger version in browser.

A threat analyst should observe the behavior, methodology, and pattern
behind the attack and then replicate the TTP to understand the internal
the red
team and/or incident response to emulate the scenario and determine (in
this case) if the particular webshell will be successful against the company’s
defensive controls.
This is the goal of threat intelligence; identifying TTPs to determine if the
TTP is interesting but not actionable and thus valueless. To understand the
actions of a threat actor and map them back to operational risk and controls
is threat intelligence that will determine business success. Often this means
more work on the part of the threat team. Identifying the TTP is only the
t, where the
exposure lies, and what resultant actions should take place is a lot more
complicated but will yield more valuable business guidance.
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Source Alerting and Analysis
on new
entities or events must be created to scale the process. Alerting success is
not immediately achieved, it requires patience and persistence.
alyst
can upload Yara rules.

“Yara rule (basic example) looking for China Chopper Webshell samples that match
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ilable on
GitHub) is illustrated. This script targets a vulnerability in Cisco’s TACACS+
implementation. Below is a screenshot of a step-by-step guide in a
Chinese-language forum demonstrating how to implement this
particular attack script.
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In this scenario, the analyst will want to identify the TTP and subsequently
work with the red team on developing a test scenario for the organization to
n might know
about a TACACS+ vulnerability in the way Cisco implements it, the precise
descriptions in the adversary forum might prove useful in uncovering new
rning the
results might supply a data point that will help the organization
prioritize actions.
In March of 2015, a Java vulnerability within Elasticsearch’s Groovy scripting
engine was announced. Naturally, chatter about the vulnerability started to
appear on forums, including criminal forums. Within the Chinese criminal
ity.

Click image to view larger version in browser.
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The Chinese- language forums included scan-and-exploit tutorials explaining
and showing how to identify vulnerable Elasticsearch instances using search
engines that scan and crawl (like Shodan, as described above). Taking the
activity one step further, forum participants next listed the actual exploit
code for Java itself, and then posted the Perl back-connect script to maintain
persistence from exploited servers back to the adversary.

Reporting
Once information sources are collected and threat teams are performing an
analysis and identifying adversary TTPs, the next step is reporting. Finished
intelligence needs to be packaged in a way that the teams consuming it —
often nontechnical teams — like and need it. If the information is delivered
in a format the recipient can’t use or won’t understand, the data will be
discarded. For instance, business decision makers might prefer a PDF or an
easy-to-view email. The SOC or the incident response team, by contrast, may
want input into their ticketing system or portal.
Ask executives what they prefer to receive and try to conform to requests
for reporting and packaging. All of the hard work of analysis may be ignored
it comes to reporting. If the goal is to enable executives to make critical
business decisions, deliver what they need in a consumable format; be
as conscientious as possible about reporting in a useful way so decision
makers can put the data to good use. Just like information
sources, reporting format requirements will also evolve over
15

Conclusion
Threat-centric security programs support the business with actionable
data that help reduce operational risk. While external indicators of
compromise are an important operational baseline for new teams, it is the
er-level
adversary operating behaviors — which allow the threat team to form a
y. The value
proposition of identifying attacker TTPs is to produce a relevant and timely
reporting deliverable upon which decision makers can base their
business decisions.
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